The phonon spectrum emitted by superconducting Al-tunneling junctions is analyzed by experiments, in which two junctions of different energy gaps are used as phonon generator and detector. The energy gap of the Al-films is varied by the evaporation conditions. The experiments show clearly that the phonon spectrum and the quasiparticle distributions in the generator are strongly nonthermal and depend markedly on the primary tunneling injection. At high injection rates also significant consequences of gap reductions and instabilities are observed.
I. Introduction
In the last few years, attention has been given to the phonon spectrum emitted by superconducting tunneling junctions for several reasons: (i) The fact, that the phonon spectrum is well defined and shows sharp structures, makes these junctions to a useful tool in the physics of high frequency phonons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
(ii) The phonon emission of a superconductor under a finite injection gives a direct clue to the electron-phonon interaction in superconductors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
(iii) It is possible to drive superconductors far from thermal equilibrium by tunneling injection. The phonon spectrum yields information on the nonequilibrium superconducting state. Previous work on this subject [7-10, 4, 6] has clarified the principal properties of the spectrum and the nature of the relevant processes: injection of a definite quasiparticle distribution by tunneling [11] , relaxation and recombination of quasiparticles with phonon emission [12, 13] and phonon escape and reabsorption [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Consequently, the emitted phonon spectrum can be described as the sum of the recombination and the relaxation parts. An alternatively useful classification distinguishes between the trapping-influenced contributions and between the primary spectrum resultant from the direct escape of phonons produced in the first decay step of the injected quasiparticles. The experimental investigations yielded the result, that in the case of high phonon trapping and low temperature, i.e., in the case ~/~p>> 1, (~.)~1 and z~ 1 are the phonon decay constants against escape and reabsorption) the low energy part of the spectrum (phonon energy f2<2Az, 2AG: energy gap of the generator junction) is significantly determined by the first step relaxation processes [7, 2] , whereas the high energy part (f2>2dc) must be assigned as trapping influenced recombination spectrum [17] . This limit of high recombination phonon trapping applies for superconducting tunneling junctions composed of Pb-or Snfilms. The main purpose of this report is to give an experimental analysis of the phonon spectrum generated by a superconducting tunneling diode at high injection rates in the case of low phonon trapping. Under these conditions strong deviations from the predictions of the quasithermal models are to be expected [10, 20, 21, 23] . Therefore, the experiments concern the phonon spectra of low impedance A1-tunneling diodes. Since Al-diodes are also used as detectors with defined fl'equency dependent response, it is in some cases difficult to distinguish between detector and generator dependent effects. It was, therefore, a further intention of this work to investigate earlier reported detector anomalies [8, 10] by new experimental evidence.
II. Experimental Details
The experiments have been carried out with an arrangement very similar to that described in earlier f~A~ ~AV /Q1 /FtI~A1 /f~7~1~1 /~fX '3 ~l~ work [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] : two superconducting AI-I-A1 tunneling junctions are evaporated on two opposite faces of a dielectric monocrystal; in the most cases a c-cut A120 3 crystal of 3 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter was used. Such a high ratio of thickness to diameter reduces the relative intensity of the sidewall-reflected phonon signal. The crystal and the diodes were directly immersed in the cooling bath of a 3He pumping cryostat, allowing the performance of temperatures down to 0.3 K. In order to suppress DC-Josephson effects, a magnetic field of typically 20e parallel to the diode films was applied.
The Al-films of the diodes were deposited with evaporation rates of 100-200 A,/s; in the case of clean vacuum conditions (Ptot<10 -5 Torr) the superconducting parameters of the films turned out to be 2A 0 =370 geV and T~=1.19 K. As usual, the tunneling barrier was prepared by an exposure to pure oxygen having a pressure of 50-300 Torr for a time of 50-300 s. If granular Al-films with enhanced energy gap were desired, oxygen up to 2 x 10 .4 Torr was added during the evaporation or, alternatively, alumina coated boats were used as evaporation source [23, 24] . The parameters of the diodes used are listed in Table 1 . The experimental procedure included the determination of the signal dependence on the generator current io(i~) and the direct measurement of the differentiated signal 6io/~i~, using convenient modulation techniques. (i o and i G are the detector and generator currents. The modulation frequency used was appr. 5 kHz. The detector bias voltage was stab- Fig. 1 . Schematical representation of the singularities of the quasiparticle distribution in a superconductor subjected to tunnelling injection. The same scheme applies in the case that the quasiparticles are generated and redistributed by monochromatic phonons or photons of energy f20 > 2A, if e U is substituted by O 0 ilzed electronically in order to avoid that the measured signal voltage 6Uo=6iD.R~ is affected by changes of the dynamical resistance R d of the detector.) Further, the detector time constants Zef f have been measured in order to determine the absolute rate of detected phonons [17] .
IIL The Structures of the Primary Spectrum
The sharp structures in the emitted phonon spectrum are caused by the square root singularities in the BCS density of states. A systematic survey can easily be developed by means of the semiconductor model of the superconductor ( Fig. 1) : If a superconducting tunneling diode is biased at a generator voltage UG>2AG/e the injected quasiparticle distribution exhibits a square root singularity at the energies +_E=A~, +_E=eU~-A~, +E=eU+A~, the last singularity is a consequence of the thermal tunneling. (We suppose, that elastic branch scattering is fast in comparison with the inelastic phonon scattering, thus the injected excitation distribution is symmetrical with respect to particle and hole-like excitations.) Within this picture the possible phonon assisted decay processes may be symbolized by arrows connecting particles with free states. An analysis of the density of state influence on the emitted phonon spectrum yields the result, that the transitions from the singularities in the particle distribution to a singularity in the distribution of the free states causes alternatively a step or a logarithmic singularity in the emitted phonon spectrum (Fig. 2) . This theoretical prediction shall be illustrated by Fig. 3 , showing a calculated phonon spectrum at high injection in the low phonon trapping limit [25] . Cal-
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Step Step Phononenspektrum bei endlicher Injektion Fig. 3 . Calculated phonon spectrum at finite injection in the limit ,~/% = 0 culated spectra for finite phonon trapping are presented in [26] . According to this analysis the structures, we expect in the primary spectra, are:
A) a cut-off step in the relaxation spectrum at (2=eUo-2A ~ [7] , B) a cut-on step in the recombination spectrum at Q=2A 6 (eUa>2A~). C) At finite quasiparticle density a singularity both in the relaxation and in the recombination spectrum appears at Q = e U G [4] .
D)
A further structure arises only if the injected primary quasiparticle density is not too small compared with the excitation density; i.e; a cut-off step in the recombination spectrum at energy g2= 2(e U G-AG) [26] . An essential feature of the structures A, C, D is, that their spectral positions can be tuned by variation of the generator voltage. Due to this, it is possible to demonstrate the existence of these spectral structures by detection of the emitted phonons by means of a detector having an energy gap 2A D, which is greater than the generator gap 2A G [4, 5] . Since such a tunneling diode responds only to phonons with energy ~>2AD, the structures A, C, D must be di- (Fig. 6) ; for low impedance generators the injection induced gap reduction must be taken into account.) (iv) In Fig. 5 the low temperature measurement shows an additional structure, which can be assigned to the generator voltage eU~=3Aa+A D (Point /7). Indeed, there exists a process, which yields detectable phonons (g2__2AD) starting at this bias threshold: The maximum energy of the excitations created by reabsorption of relaxation phonons is E .... =eUa -3A G. By recombination a spectral component is produced with maximum phonon energy O=2(eU G --3AG
). An analytical discussion shows, that the additional signal produced by these phonons has approximately the slope
It is obvious, that the square law onset is sharpened by the denominator. Therefore, the proposed interpretation of the relatively sharp structure appears to be consistent with the measurement. As an alternative process in considering the decay of excitations with energy E > 3 A also the possibility of phononless decays must be taken into account [13, 27] . Calculations showed [25] that the secondary quasiparticle distributions produced in such processes are qualitatively similar to those produced by relaxation and subsequent reabsorption. Therefore, the decision between these two decay processes necessitates more detailed calculations and an increased measuring accuracy.
IV. Influence of the Phonon Polarization
In this section, we discuss the fact, that the relaxation phonon contribution detected in experiments with AG>A D can be subject to changes in the ratio of longitudinal and transverse phonons. Due to the different propagation properties in the anisotropic substrate, such changes should influence the detected intensity. In order to be definite, we first develop a theoretical model describing this effect, then we present the corresponding analysis for Al-diodes. We suppose an isotropic electron-phonon interaction. Within this model the emission probabilities for longitudinal and transverse phonons have a constant ratio g]g~ for each electronic decay step. The ratio of the phonon mean free paths in the superconductor is then given by:
(c is the velocity of sound). In applying this to a superconducting film having a thickness d>>Ao (~=l,t), the well-known result is yielded [6] , that the relative values of the phonon fluxes of different polarizations against the boundaries of the generator are independent from the interaction parameters gig, or At/A t : FGl/Fat=gl~a/(gt~a), ~F~= ~F~Gs+ T~GH~ (3) i.e., the phonon fluxes are determined by the internal interaction strength as well as be the phonon transmissions 5F~o s and ~['aGHe of the two boundaries of the generator to the substrate and to the helium bath, which are averaged over all angles of incidence [18, 19] . In time-resolved measurements, the intensity of longitudinal and transverse phonon signals may be determined by time of flight separation of the polarizations [28] . In working with Al-detectors at low temperatures, this method becomes difficult, as a consequence of the relatively long detector time constants (5-30bts). Nevertheless, the detector signal should markedly depend on the phonon polarization, since the phonon rate ri D entering the detector is related to FGo by [28] 
(f~: phonon focussing factor [29] , AGo: generator or detector area, rGo=distance generator -detector, To~v: transmission of the boundary substrate -detector for perpendicular incidence). A critical test of these predictions is possible in using the tunability of the cut-off energy ~?=eU~ -2A~ in the relaxation spectrum. In determining the differentiated signal 6iD/(Si~, the contribution of the primarily emitted relaxation phonons may be considered as a modulation isolated monochromatic phonon signal of energy O=eU~-2A~ [2] . Thereby, for eU~<4A~ the condition Ao>d is fulfilled and (3) applies. On the other hand, in the regime eUa>4A~ the monochromatic relaxation signal may be reabsorbed and for junctions of thickness d > 1000~ the ratio of phonon fluxes in governed by (2) . Thus, detecting both polarization components simultaneously in experiments with AG>A D a steplike change in the modulated signal at e Uc=4A c must be expected as a consequence of the predicted change of the mode ratio; i.e.; the relaxation phonon signal hD should be changed at eU~=4A~ by the factor M=hv</@>, which can be calculated form (2) - (4) under the following assumption: +
(The indices <, > refer to <> 4A G and to the low or high phonon trapping limit). This condition is due to the premse, that all modulation isolated relaxation phonons for frequency f2 escape into, the substrate or into the helium either directly (~2<2Aa) or after being converted into 2AG-phonons by reabsorption ((2 > 2 A a). The numerical evaluation of the model was performed for a c-A120 3 and a 100-Si substrate, each of a thickness of 3 mm, and the area of the detector and generator junction was 1 mm 2. The transmissions of the metal-insulator interfaces were determined according to the acoustical mismatch theory [18] , [19] and using a transmission parameter 7"ane=0.2 we supposed that the anomalous transmission of a metal-3He interface for 90-GHz phonons is not very different from that of a 4He interface for 280-GHz phonons [17, 41] . The phonon focusing factors for this geometry are fz=0.44 , ft=2.46 (100-Si [30] ) and fl=1.98, ft=0.69 (c-A120 3 [31] ). Supposing a ratio AjAr=0.47 according to the analysis of Long [16] , the resulting values are M=0.86 (c-A1203) and M--1.1 (100-Si).
In analyzing the relaxation phonon signal at e Ua =4AG, also the possibility of enhanced volume losses must be discussed. In the high injection limit, the dominant source of such volume losses is the inelastic phonon quasiparticle scattering, since the secondary phonons, reemitted by relaxation of the excited quasiparticles may have a smaller energy than the originally absorbed phonons. But since the time constants z~-l, Zv I for phonon decay by escape and by inelastic quasiparticle scattering are continuous functions of the phonon energy, the ratio of the corresponding decay rates RjRv=z~l/zv 1 remains constant, if the phonon energy is tuned over the pairbreaking threshold ~2=2A. Due to this, these volume losses cannot cause a steplike structure in the differentiated signal 6ia/6i D at eU~=4AG (A~>AD).
In agreement with this discussion, in all experiments with Al-diodes on a sapphire substrate (c-cut) we observed a reduction of the differentiated signal at eUG=4A ~ in the case AG>A o (Fig. 7) . The measured values of signal considered in comparison to the step at eU~=2A~+2A D correspond to values of M~x v = 70-80 %. In order to confirm the interpretation by a change in the emitted mode ratio, similar measurements with a 100-orientated Si-substrate have been carried out; in contrast to the c-sapphire this substrate favors the transverse polarized phonons above the longitudinal mode. In the experiments with generators, evaporated in an oxigen atmosphere (1-2 10-4Torr), resulting in very high impedance diodes, only one dominant step at eUa=4A G was found, and within the signal to noise ratio no significant structure at eUa=2AG+2A D could be identified (Fig. 8) indicating M~p> 3, 5. In contrast to this result, only a step at eUG=2A~+2A v and no structure at eU~=4AG was found when the Al-generator was prepared by evaporation from an alumina coated boat. (Fig. 9) A consistent interpretation of these surprisingly different results requires to take into account elastic mode converting scattering in the generator film. Under the premise of a short time constant L for these scattering processes (z~/Zc>> 1), the ratio Fal/FGt equals (2) independently of AJd. Moreover, the value of % can strongly be determined by the microcrystalline composition of the film; this explains the distinct influence of the evaporation conditions and of the substrate material and the absence of any structure at eU~=4A~ in the case of Fig. 9 . The assumption of strong mode conversion by elastic scattering is further confirmed by the fact, that also in similar experiments (AG>AD) with Sn and Pb generators no change in the intensity of longitudinal and transverse phonons could be observed when the relaxation phonon energy is tuned over the reabsorption threshold [2, 32] . (In time-resolved measurements with Sn-generators signal changes at e U G =4A G were reported [44] , which are consequences of the finite excape time of the phonons in the generator. This interpretation of the 4A~-structure cannot be applied to our measurements on Al-junctions, since we used modulation frequencies f ~5 kHz, which were small compared to the invese time constant z~-i of the generator under D C-injection, which we estimate to be Zd<l gS, comp. Sect. VI).
Considering the observed values of Mexp, the measurements with a c-A120 3 substrate suggest a ratio of AJAx--0.27. On the other hand, the value of Mex p ~ 3.5, as derived from the measurement on 100-Si, cannot be explained within the presented model, which assumes a polycristalline film structure with isotropic orientation distribution. It must be further noted, that the measurements discussed above are performed with generators having different energy gaps. This indicates the difference in the degree of film disturbance by impurities, etc., which may be also of influence on the ratio of transverse and longitudinal phonon intensities. In addition, it is known, that phonons decay at the metal -sub- strate boundary to a significant percentage up to 65%. The decay is different for longitudinal and transverse modes and depends on the method of substrate surface preparation [28, 34] . 
V. Influence of Gap Reduction and Gap Instability
The low impedance generator diodes, we used, showed pronounced effects of injection induced gap reduction and gap instabilities. As to the gap reduction, theory predicts for weak coupling superconductors [35] cO
Under the premise, that the quasiparticle energies can be approximated by E~-A~ the gap reduction is given by [20] :
(p: quasiparticle density). Using the rate equations of Rothwarf and Taylor [15] for the overinjection case and assuming that the quasiparticles generated by injection are homogeneously distributed in the diode volume V, it follows:
The parameter P describes the phonon density of states D(Y2)=P.Y22. For 4d/A>l the escape time constant % can be approximated by [17] :
and consequently
= ~ . ia/e A c P(=Fan e + ~Fas )
We note further, that the above approximation applies only if the surface losses, as described by ~ are the dominant loss source for the recombination phonons. This premise does not apply in the limit of both, high phonon trapping (~Jrp>>l) and high quasiparticle density. In this case the inelastic phonon quasiparticle scattering can exceed the surface losses [36] . The gap reductions have been determined in two ways: directly from i-U-characteristics of the diodes in the range eU=2A and, moreover, in the phonon transmission -detection experiments by the observation of structures, which must be assigned to generator voltages like eUG=2AG(i~)+2ADo or eU~ =4AG(io). The gap reductions, as determined by the second method, are listed in Table 2 ; the calculated values 3oalo given therein are determined according to (10) with 7"~He=0.2 (compare Sect. IV). This last assumption (7"~tle___0.2) is confirmed by the good agreement between experimental and theoretical values (diodes la, lb, 2a, 3a). The deviations in the case of diodes 8a, 8b, 9b can be explained by the possibility of an enhanced surface transmission from the metal film into the He-bath due to adsorbed impurities [28] . On the other hand, only in the i-U characteristics of diodes with pure Al-films a clear gap reduction could be observed at eU=2A (Fig. 10) . Further, none of the prepared diodes showed the parabolic slope, as predicted by (9) . The origin of these discrepancies must be explained by the following possible causes: (i) the premise of a homogeneous quasiparticle density is probably violated, especially at e U =2A [38, 39] .
(ii) The measured A-and A0-values are mean values which are affected by finite gap sharpness and possibly also by gap inhomogeneities.
(iii) Injecting just at 2A, the distribution of the recombination phonons can be sharply peaked at f2 =2A. Due to the finite gap sharpness, the phonon mean free path and consequently also the trapping factor %/rp depends sensitively on the mean frequency of the recombination phonons (compare Sect. IV). In addition, discontinuous gap reductions in the range of eU=2A are a common feature of the characteristics of low impedance Al-diodes; i.e., of Al-diodes with a maximum current density i(eU =2A)/A>lOmA/mm 2. This gap switching occurred reproducible and was markedly dependent on the preparation conditions of the films (Fig. 10 ): Pure junctions (2A0=370geV) showed the gap switching at eU--2A in the low injection range (Fig. 10a, b) .
In the case of Al-films with slightly enhanced gap (2A =400geV) a corresponding discontinuity occurs at the upper end of the vertically rising part of the diode characteristics (Fig. 10c) . Junctions with strongly enhanced gap (2A~-520geV) show at this point a sharp kink in the slope of the characteristics (Fig. 10d) ; this seems to be a similar gap switching as in Fig. 10c , but without any hysteresis.
From this it appears that the most plausible explanation of these effects is the assumption of an inhomogeous state [37] [38] [39] , but it is difficult to decide whether this state is caused by an injection induced instability of the superconducting state [37, 38] or is due preparation conditioned inhomogeneities of the films. It must further be taken into account, that in biasing the diode near or just below eU=2A(A: average gap value), quasiparticles are only injected into the low gap regions and, consequently only there the energy gap is further reduced. Therefore, an inhomogeneity both of the injection induced and of the preparation conditioned type may be enhanced by the injection conditions in a tunneling diode biased at eU~-2A [39] . As to the strong influence of the preparation conditions of the films on the type of the gap instability, we note, that the electronic mean free paths l and also the coherence lengths ~ can be estimated by ~-/-~2000/~ (2A=370geV, pure Al-films) and ~_/~-400A (2A=4001~eV, granular films) [23, 24, 40] . It follows from these values that in undisturbed films of thickness d~2 000/~ the energy gap A can only vary within the film plane; however, a gap dependence on the distance to the tunneling barrier is possible in granular films. There are two indications supporting the assumption of a gap reduction near the tunneling barrier in junctions consisting of granular Al-films: (i) the difference in the coherence lengths explains the two types of gap instabilities.
(ii) If Al-tunneling diodes are held at room temperature for some hours, the asymptotic resistance R~o increases. This indicates that oxygen atoms gettered during evaporation diffuse at room temperature towards the oxide layer, where they form stable A120 3. Consequently, the layers of the film near the tunneling barrier can develop a reduced oxigen content and a smaller energy gap. It seems, therefore, to be plausible that the inhomogeneous state of granular Al-diodes under injection is primarily caused by the preparation conditions. Under the premise of such a layer inhomogeneity, the gap switching of the granular diodes (Fig. 10c ) may be explained in a two-gap model: It is assumed, that the diode is composed of two inner layers with an energy gap 2A-and a total thickness d-and two outer layers with an enhanced gap 2A § and a total thickness d +. At eU=2A-quasiparticles are only injected into the low gap regions near the tunneling barrier. Provided that the resulting recombination phonon spectrum is sharply peaked at s the escape of these phonons into the high gap regions is neither hindered by reabsorption nor by acoustical mismatch; i.e. the resulting phonon escape time z;-will appreciably be shorter than for homogeneous diodes (z~+) which applies in the bias regime eU>2A +. According to (8) , the gap reduction 6 + in the second case is greater than 6-if z~/z~->d+/dand hysteresis is possible if A~-(1-6 +)<A
(i-~-).
In contrast to the case of granular Al-films, the gap switching of pure junctions (Fig. 10a, b) is found to be strongly influenced by the applied magnetic field and also by flux trapped in the films [38] . These effects being subject of further experimental investigation are possibly an indication that the gap instability in these diodes is not due to intrinsic inhomogeneities of the films but to magnetic flux and injection. In the phonon transmission detection experiments, marked consequences of the gap instabilities are seen (Fig. 11) . The slope of the differentiated signal, observed in experiments with two equal pure low impedance diodes as generator and detector, shows all the structures, we identified above in the case A~o<ADo (Fig. 11, comp. Fig. 4 ). The gap switching itself is connected with a reduction of the differentiated signal (Fig. 12) . The corresponding curves with pure detector and a generator diode with slightly enhanced gap exhibit only this reduction of the differentiated signal (Fig. 13) . Evidently, this degradation of the phonon yield is a consequence of the fact, that the recombination phonons partially do not fulfill the detection condition s o. But it is remarkable, that in all cases observed, the shape of the phonon signal remained continuous at the gap switching point and only the differentiated signal showed either a sharp steplike reduction (Fig. 13) or a steplike reduction connected with a broad minimum (Fig. 14) . With regard to the phonon yield in experiments with low impedance tunneling generators, it was proposed in several works [8, 10] to explain the apparent nonlinearities by anomalies of the detector time constants. These models suggest, that the detector time constant Tee ~ and thus the recorded signal can be enhanced by the injection conditions ("dynamical cooling" [10] ). In order to exclude the possibility of such detector anomalies by clear experimental evidence, also the differential time constants Td=dp/dJ (J: quasiparticle injection rate) have been measured, which are directly relevant for the magnitude of the differentiated signal (comp. Sect. VI). The results of these measurements did not show in any case an anomal behavior like a bump or a sudden reduction also under extreme overinjection conditions (Fig. 15) .
VI. Absolute Value of the Signal Amplitude
If a tunneling detector is irradiated by the recombination phonons of a tunneling generator (A o < A~) and the frequency of the recombination phonons does not exceed 4Ao, then the theory predicts a signal amplitude of [28] :
Thereby is: irD =thermal detector tunneling current; pT~=thermal excitation density in the detector (irD/pr~ is a temperature independent constant of each detector) %ff=experimentally determined detector time constant; f=averaged phonon focusing factor; d=total thickness of the detector films. The yield factor c~, which is defined by this formula, equals c~ = 1, if the following premises are fulfilled: (i) all recombination phonons are irradiated either into the substrate or into the He-bath, (ii) the angular distribution of the k-vectors in the substrate is given by Lambert's cosine law, and (iii) the detector behaves as quantum detector for phonons of energy (2>2A D. All deviations from the theoretical predictions, such as phonon losses [28] , are summarized in the additional yield factor e. Working with tunneling detectors and low impedance generators at low temperatures, the excess excitation density P-Pr produced in the detector by phonon irradiation becomes often comparable to the thermal excitation density Pr-In this overinjection case, the relation (11) is substituted by za(J)=dp/dJ. This differential time constant may directly be measured as a function of generator current is, by superimposing a small current pulse ili a to the DC-generator current; the pulse signal received decays with the time constant
If ze(is) and 6io/5i a are experimentally determined, it is possible to calculate the yield function c~(iG) (Figs. 16-18 ). (Formally, also the absolute value of the relaxation phonon contribution is expressed in terms of an enhanced yield factor.) This calculation 6io/3i~(io) was also recorded in using short pulses (0.5gs pulsewidth) as generator current. Provided that the inverse pulse repetition rate (6gs) is short compared to the detector time constant ~eff (20 •S), the detector integrates the phonon pulses and the DC-signal may be analyzed and overinjection in the detector is avoided (Fig. 19) . In contrast to the results of similar measurements with Sn-diodes [2] , the experimentally determined phonon yield is not constant in the range 2Aa<eUa<2AG+2A o (AG>AD); (Figs. 16, 17) , and evidently these anomalies are not a consequence of detector overinjection (Fig. 19 ). This discrepancy must be explained by the fact that the recombination phonon spectrum, emitted by superconducting films with a high phonon trapping factor ~/~p (Sn, Pb) is rather independent from the injection conditions and can be approximated by a quasitherreal distribution [16, 20, 21] . On the other hand, the experimental results presented in Sect. II show the marked influence of the injection conditions on the spectrum of recombination phonons in the case of Al-diodes, and we further conclude from the observation of the gap reductions and instabilities (Sect. V) that also these effects are causing changes in the mean energy of the recombination phonons. Such variations of the energy of the emitted phonons are changing the phonon yield in three ways: (i) the recombination phonon energy may be smaller than the detector threshold ~2=2Ao; this applies obviously in experiments with generators showing strong gap reductions or instabilities (Figs. 11-13 ).
(ii) In Sect. V we discussed that due to the finite gap sharpness and the gap inhomogeneities, the phonon trapping factor may be changed by the injection conditions. Following the argumentation of Sect. IV, a change in the polarization of the emitted phonons and also in the measured phonon yield must be expected as a consequence of such variations of the trapping factor. Particularly under the focusing conditions of c-A12Os, a cold quasiparticle distribution with a reduced trapping factor can result in an enhanced phonon yield. (iii) The theory predicts an approximately constant quantum response of a tunneling detector in the interval of phonon energy 2Ao<fJ<__4A v [6] . Nevertheless, the effective phonon yield can be influenced by the inelastic phonon decay processes, which seem to be a common feature of the metal insulator interfaces [42, 28] . It must be assumed, that the primary phonons (energy f20) are partly converted by such inelastic processes in two or more low energetic phonons; the secondary phonon spectrum can cover the energy interval 0< O<O o. Reverting to the question of the recombination phonon yield, it follows that the detectable fraction of the secondary phonons should be strongly dependent on the energy of the primary recombination phonons. This extra detection of down-converted phonon was experimentally verified by Trumpp et al. [28] . (The observation of deep absorption lines in phonon spectroscopic experiments [3, 2] seems to be incompatible with the assumption of a high phonon decay rate. But in these experiments, not only the reduction of the phonon intensity at the resonant frequency is registrated, but also a reduction of the signal due to the resultant decay phonons.) In fact, it is possible to explain qualitatively the observed anomalies within the frame work of the arguments given above. The increasing slope of the yield function e(iG) in the interval 2Aa<eUG<  2AG+2A D (AD<AG, Figs. 16, 17 ) must be considered TaMe 3. Phonon yield ct determined with Al-junctions evaporated on c-AI20 3. TEe junctions 2a and 2b exhibited an instability of the energy gap similar to junction la (comp. Fig. 11, 12 as a consequence of the increasing mean frequency of the recombination phonons connected with enhanced extra detection of secondary phonons. The reasons for this broadening of the recombination phonon spectrum are the injection of a broad quasiparticle distribution at higher generator voltages and an increase of the direct recombination processes at high excitation density. (In principle, also a possible contribution of the low energetic relaxation phonons to the detector signal must be discussed; but this possibility may be ruled out with regard to the long mean path of such phonons (~2<2AD) in the detector films at low temperatures [14] ). The interpreation of the structures in the range eUG=2A ~ is not so unambiguous, but it is plausible to explain the two maxima (Ma, M 2, Figs. 16, 19) as states with a reduced effective phonon trapping factor due to the finite sharpness of the gap and to inhomogeneities, respectively (comp. Sect. IV, V). Further, all gap instabilities of the generator diodes are connected with a strong reduction of the recombination phonon yield (Fig. 17 , Structure E, S).
Under the condition AG>A ~ a yield factor of v.=52% was obtained in the low injection regime; this value describes not only the yield of ballistic phonons but also the contribution of sidewall scattered ones. From time resolved measurelnents performed with the same crystal (c-A120 3, 3mm thickness, 10mm diameter) we know that the ratio of the sidewall reflected signal to the ballistic signal is [28] we state that the losses of 2As,-phonons are significantly higher: the values of the yield factor ~B,2~so range from 8% to 13%, depending significantly on the preparation conditions of the Si-surfaces [28] . Further, also the reanalysis of unpublished measurements [43] of the phonon signal amplitude, determined with tin diodes on A120 3, yields the value of c~8,aa~ -~10 %. Since the main loss source must be seen in the decay processes of high frequency phonons [28] , we conclude that the comparatively higher phonon yield in the case of 2A-Al-phonons is due to the lower frequency of the recombination phonons and to the frequency dependence of the so far unknown decay processes. (2AAI=400gV corresponds to 90GHz.) Following the hypothesis that the decay processes are located in the metal-insulator boundaries generator -substrate and substrate -detector, the losses in one boundary are appr. 33 % and 64% for phonons having a frequency of 90GHz or 280GHz, respectively. In Table 3 (12) In contrast to this model the measured values (see Table 3 ) are much smaller in the case of low temperature and small gap differences A o-Ao. This indicates that working in the high injection range and biasing the detector at eUo=2A~ the produced quasiparticle and phonon distributions can be narrower than predicted by the quasithermal model.
Conclusions
The above experiments demonstrate that the recombination phonon spectrum emitted by superconducting Al-junctions cannot be described adequately by a quasithermal function. The spectrum shows sharp structures due to the nonthermalized phonons generated in the first decay steps of the excess quasiparticles injected by tunneling. The observation of these structures confirms the validity of the developed models for the phonon generation in superconducting films [12, 13, 7, 81 . At generator voltages 2AG<eUG<4A ~ a sharp peak at the phonon energy f2=eU~ is the dominant feature of the recombination spectrum of tunneling diodes with low phonon trapping. The inadequacy of a qua-sithermal model is further confirmed by the temperature dependence of the phonon yield in experiments with AG<A D. Considering low impedance generators, the recombination phonon yield is nonlinear in accord with earlier measurements [8, 10] . It is shown, that these nonlinearities are caused by gap reductions and inhomogeneities of the generator films under injection. The absolute value of the recombination phonon yield indicates that phonon loss processes are by about a factor of 4 weaker in the case of Al-recombination phonons (100 GHz) than in the case of 280 GHz phonons [28] . Finally, it was observed that the relaxation phonon contribution at e U G =4A G (reabsorption threshold) is dependent on the substrate and the film preparation. These facts may be qualitatively explained by the different trapping conditions for longitudinal and transverse phonons. The experimental results are quantitatively compared with the predictions of a two-modes model and the possibility of mode converting processes in the superconducting films is discussed.
